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ABSTRACT
Execution of arithmetic operations at a very high speed in real time is the major concern in digital signal processing
(DSP) because DSP algorithms are computation intensive. In recent times, Residue Number Systems (RNS) are
considered as alternative to binary number system because of their capabilities of performing “carry-free” addition
based on proper selection of the modulii set. Double Base Number Systems (DBNS) is another efficient number
system. Double Base Number Systems (DBNS) are increasingly becoming attractive for signal processing applications
due to their capabilities of handling arithmetic operations, particularly multiplication efficiently. However, the
complexity involved in converting binary to DBNS becomes a major bottleneck and the efficiency of performance
decreases considerably due to large conversion time. So RNS Adder and DBNS Multiplier can be used to implement
multiply & accumulate (MAC) units. MAC units are the key units in Digital Signal Processors. In this paper we have
shown how FIR filter can be implemented using the proposed “Mixed Number System MAC units”.
Keywords: Residue Number System (RNS), Modulii, Double Base Number Systems (DBNS), Multiply and Accumulate
Unit (MAC), DSP Algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION

DSP algorithms are computationally intensive and
frequently used arithmetic operations in most of these
algorithms are sum-of-products. For implementing an
N tap FIR filter or N point FFT where N is large, time
complexity and silicon area complexity for implementing
the hardware become very large. Hence, designing high
performance adders and multipliers are the major
concern for implementing real-time signal processing
systems especially for the high frequency signals when
the sampling rate is very high. To improve the
performance of adders and subtractors, a number of well
known schemes have been proposed in some
publications [9]. In recent times Residue Number Systems
(RNS) [1] are becoming popular due their capabilities of
performing carry free addition respectively. This
improvement in speed is achieved due to concurrent
arithmetic operations on the modulii. Another number
system “Double Base Number Systems (DBNS)” [2] [14]
have been also reported recently and are becoming
attractive for their capabilities of performing
multiplication operations efficiently. High quality sound
systems, adaptive echo cancellation, solar signal
processing, military applications etc where in addition
to high speed, high precisions are also required. Keeping
this issue in view, in this paper, we propose a new
architecture for efficient implementation of MAC units
using RNS Adder and DBNS Multiplier. In this paper

we have shown how FIR filter can be implemented using
the proposed “Mixed Number System MAC units”.
Performance analysis on simulation results clearly
indicates the novelty of the architecture. The architecture
was validated on Xilinx Virtex4 FPGA (Xilinx, 2004).
2. DOUBLE BASE NUMBER SYSTEM

2.1. Review of DBNS Theory and Analysis
The Double Base Number System (DBNS) [2][3][5] is a
special way of representing integers as a sum of mixed
powers of two (2) and three (3) which is known as two
integers. This number representation scheme is unusually
sparse, which is a good measure for potential
applications. In the Double-Base number system, we
represent integers in the following form:
x=

∑d
i, j

i, j

2i 3 j ,

where di,j = {0, 1}. Clearly, the binary number system is a
special case of the above representation. Form the
expression it is clear that a given binary number when
converted into DBNS system can be represented as a
number of (i, j) pairs. These are also referred to as DBNS
indices [1][11][13]. Fig.1 depicts a DBNS table where i
and j both range from 0 to 3 [14].
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The problem of finding the canonic DBNS
representation of a given integer is a difficult problem.
V. Dimitrov and G. A. Jullien [1] proposed a greedy
algorithm [15] which provides the so-called near-canonic
double-base number representation (NCDBNR) [8]. Since
each iteration finds one index, the number of iterations
indicates the number of ones (1s) in the DBNS table which
are often referred to as active cells.

Now (A) modulo (m1|m2|m3) = (a1|a2|a3)
(B) modulo (m1|m2|m3) = (b1|b2|b3)
(C) modulo (m1|m2|m3) = (c1|c2|c3)
O represents arithmetic operations ie Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication.
Now, (A O B) = C
This implies,
((a1 o b1) modulo m1|(a2 o b2) modulo m2|(a3 o b3) modulo m3)
= (C) modulo (m1|m2|m3)
= (c1|c2|c3)
3. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED MAC UNIT

The following modules are required for implementing
proposed MAC unit:

Fig. 1: DBNS Table for i and j Ranging from 0 to 3

The values given in each box in the DBNS table
indicate the weight for the corresponding active cell. The
maximum decimal number which is represented by a
DBNS system with m*n cells can be obtained by adding
the weighs of all the m*n cells.

1.

DBNS Conversion Unit.

2.

DBNS Multiplier Unit.

3.

RNS Conversion Unit.

4.

RNS Adder Unit.

5.

RNS to Binary Conversion Unit.

3.1. DBNS Conversion Unit
Integer to DBNS conversion[2] is performed by this unit.
For implementing this unit, LUT based approach is one
of the efficient techniques. In DBNS, there are two bases,
one is 2 and another is 3.

2. 2. Review of Residue Number Systems
The residue number system (RNS) is a non-weighted
number system [12]. RNS representation [1][12] of a
number takes the form of N tuple e.g. X = (x1, x2, x3,...,xN).
Here xi = X modulo mi, represents the i-th residue digit,
mi is the i-th modulus and all mi are mutually prime
numbers. Dynamic range M as indicated below
represents maximum number of distinct values that can
be represented:
N

M = ∏ mi and X < M
i =0

For signed RNS, any integer in the range of (–M/2,
M/2], has a unique RNS N tuple representation where xi
= (X modulo mi) if X > 0, and xi = (M –|X|) mod mi if
X < 0.

X is an integer X = 2α.3β
Fig. 2: DBNS Conversion

Suppose, ‘X’ is an integer. This number can be
represented in DBNS. Then,
X = 2α.3β, where, α, β are two integer.
Here, the values of α and β will be stored in different
location of LUT.

2.3. Arithmetic Operations
Suppose, there are two numbers A and B and after
performing arithmetic operations [1][12], the generated
result is denoted by C.

3.2. DBNS Multiplier Unit
Suppose, X 1 and X 2 are two integers. In DBNS
representation[15],
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X1 = 2α1 . 3β1 and X2 = 2α2 . 3β2.
Now, X1.X2 = Z (say).
Then, Z = 2α1 + α2 . 3β1 + β2.
Zbin is binary equivalent of Z.

Fig.4: Residue Addition

Here two M bit adders are used. One adder is used
to compute ai + bi while another computes ai + bi – mi.
The carry, generated from second adder is used as select
line of a multiplexer (Figure 3.4).
3.4. RNS Conversion Unit
This unit is implemented by lookup table. The table size
grows exponentially with the number of bits required to
represent the maximum moduli. The wire delay does not
affect the performance. The prime numbers constitute
the best modulii sets [4][16] Arbitrary selection of
unbalanced modulii sets leads to inefficient architectures
wherein the largest modulus is excessively dominant
with respect to both cost and performance. An example
of a modulii set with good balance is {2 n – 1, 2n, 2n + 1}.
4. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Fig.3: DBNS Multiplier Unit

For implementing DBNS Multiplier unit (shown in
Fig.3), Adder, LUT, Shifter (Barrel Shifter) is required.
There are two adders. Addition operation over indices
of 2 is performed by one adder and Addition operation
over indices of 3 is performed by another adder. The
binary equivalent of 3β1 + β2 is stored in the LUT. This
stored data is passed through a shifter. Instead of using
conventional shifter, Barrel Shifter is used because of its
capability of performing single cycle shifting operation.
How many number of bits has to shift is decided by (α1+
α2). Multiplied result can be retrieved from shifter output.

Multiply-accumulate operation can be performed in
single cycle by MAC unit. Suppose, h(n) & x(n) are two
input sequence. In conventional MAC[6][7] unit (Fig.5)
the inputs are multiplied & added with zero which is
initially stored in the memory. The sum is then stored in
the memory unit. In the next clock, the next inputs are
multiplied and added with previous data stored in the
memory.

3.3. RNS Adder Unit
RNS Adder (Fig.4) performs addition operation in
residue domain. It has some capability of performing
“Carry-free” addition operation. Residue Number
System [1] performs addition, subtraction, and
multiplication as parallel operations.
Suppose ci = (ai + bi) moduli mi where 0 < ai,bi ≤ mi – 1.
Now, ci = ai + bi if ai + bi < mi;
= ai + bi – mi if ai + bi ≥ mi;

Fig. 5: Conventional MAC Unit
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The architecture of the proposed MAC unit is shown
in figure 6. In the proposed architecture h(n) and x(n)
are the two inputs of DBNS conversion unit. Suppose,
after conversion, h(n) = 2α1 . 3β1 and x(n) = 2α2 . 3β2. The

indices of 2 and 3 are the inputs of DBNS multiplier unit.
After performing multiplication operation in DBNS,
generated output is in binary number system (Zbin).

Fig.6: Proposed MAC Unit

This result is passed through binary to RNS
conversion unit and Zbin is converted to RNS, ZRNS. This
ZRNS is added with previous data, SRNS, (SRNS also in RNS
domain) in RNS adder and output is passed through RNS
to binary conversion unit to retrieve the final output.
4.1. FIR Filter Algorithm Analysis
If ‘M’ be the length of FIR Filter[10] and ‘x(n)’ be the input
sequence and ‘y(n)’ be the output sequence. FIR Filters
only use the current and past input sample to obtain
output value.
Now, y(n) = Σh(k) * x(n – k) for all k = 0 to M – 1;
= h(0)x(n) + h(1)x(n – 1) + h(2)x(n – 2) + h(3) x
(n – 3) +……….. + h(M – 1) x (n – (M – 1));
h(k) → The filter Coefficients
FIR Filter can be implemented by using systolic array.
The structure of systolic array is shown in Fig.7.

Fig. 7: Systolic Array Cell Structure

Systolic arrays are arrays of data processing units
which are connected to a small number of nearest
neighbour data processing units in a mesh-like topology.
Data processing units perform a sequence of operations
on data that flows between them.
The structure of systolic array is similar to MAC unit.
Sequential execution on one MAC requires too much time
to execute an operation.

Fig.8: 8-tap FIR Filter Using Systolic Array
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In systolic array, parallel execution is possible so
execution time of an operation can be minimized. So,
instead of using one MAC unit if FIR Filter is
implemented using systolic array, it will be much more
efficient with respect to execution time. Implementation
of FIR Filter, using systolic array is shown in Fig.8. In
Fig.8, x(n) is FIR Filter input; h(7), h(6), h(5), h(4)……are
filter coefficients; y(n) is output.
6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new architecture has been proposed for
implementing a MAC unit. This proposed MAC unit is
implemented using two different number systems. In the
proposed MAC unit, addition operation is performed by
RNS Adder and multiplication operation is performed
by DBNS Adder. Since RNS arithmetic is inherently
carry-free [1][14], addition and multiplication operations
can be done on a number of small residues concurrently.
Hence the need of partial products is eliminated for
multiplication operations, thereby increasing the speed
to a large extend. DBNS [2] can perform multiplication
operations efficiently. The architecture can be validated
on Xilinx Virtex IV FPGA and the detailed analysis and
studies of different modules of the proposed units can
be simulated using Xilinx ISE version 9.1i (Xilinx, 2004).
A detailed study on performance improvements on other
DSP algorithms[10] like speech processing, high quality
sound systems, adaptive echo cancellation, solar signal
processing, military applications is required to be done
where in addition to high speed, high precisions are also
required.
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